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From the bestselling author of Everything We Keep comes a gripping tale of long-buried secrets, the

strength of forgiveness, and the healing power of returning home for good.After a harrowing

accident tore her family apart, Molly Brennan fled from the man she loved and the tragic mistake

she made.Twelve years later, Molly has created a new life for herself and her eight-year-old

daughter, Cassie. The art history professor crafts jewelry as unique and weathered as the

surf-tumbled sea glass she collects, while raising her daughter in a safe and loving

environmentÃ¢â‚¬â€•something Molly never had. But when Cassie is plagued by horrific visions and

debilitating nightmares, Molly is forced to return to the one place she swore sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d never

move back toÃ¢â‚¬â€•home to Pacific Grove.A riveting exploration of love, secrets, and

motherhood, All the Breaking Waves is the poignant story of a woman who discovers she must

confront her past, let go of her guilt, and summon everything in her power to save her daughter.
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I found the premise of psychic abilities carrying down through familial generations of women



intriguing and the child's visions quickly drew me in. However, the plot twists involving the mother's

responses seemed contrived, emotional details sometimes over-described, and the resolution of the

mysterious vision trite. I did enjoy the idea of each generation training the next and would have liked

to learn more about that.

I was swept away to a magical place with this beautiful story, All The Breaking Waves! From the first

descriptions of Molly's treasured sea glass, I felt like I was on the beach with her sensing the

incredible feeling of finding these wonderful colorful pieces. Molly's keen talent for designing jewelry

from sea glass was like her innate ability, the incredible gift she had for sensing premonitions. She

feared this surreal ability that she and her daughter Cassie also had. Cassie was experiencing

terrible nightmares and held unspeakable danger that Molly had to stop. Her grandmother also had

this ability but would not speak to Molly about it, nor would she share the secrets that she held

about herself. Owen was Molly's love that she had run from years ago. She fought her renewed

feelings for him but still kept her secrets; she needed him. I loved this story, the warmth feelings

depicted, the dogs Mudd and Dirt, the waves, the beach, the delicious dishes in Nana's kitchen, the

love that existed between Mothers and daughters. I laughed and cried, with characters that became

so real. A story full of love, of family, children's fun, suspense, romance, yet excruciating fear, and

heartbreaking sadness. This was delightful and rich story you won't want to end. There is magic in

sea glass treasures, and in this must read book you don't want to miss.4 likes

I didn't know or understand too much about the subjectmatter, however, I thoroughly enjoyed the

characters growth. The enability to communicate can sometimescause years of hardship in

relationships and misunderstanding is equally difficult. Hopefully, I have grown and continue to grow

in my own relationships. Learning to listen more and understanding others better.

It was a good fantasy/supernatural novel. I liked the main character and her relationships with her

daughter, nana and the relationship she rebuilt with her childhood boyfriend. It kept me reading and

was full of surprises. I highly recommend this book.

Molly is a loving mother. She wants to protect her daughter. Her father was a terrible parent. I felt

sorry for her mother. Life cut short. Nana Mary was a nurturing sole and helped everyone with their

skills. Good story with a surprising twist.



I felt like I was on a rollercoaster of emotion . Happy,mad,sad,worried crying,laughing .Did i forget

any .This book made me run late to work several times since I didnt want to put it down,just one

more page

Nice book for a quick summer read but I have to say I did not connect on any level with the

characters.

I felt that this book moved quickly and I found myself skimming parts not because they were boring

but because I was dying to find out what happened. I love Owen!
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